This paper presents the results of a comprehensive meta-analysis of the relevant imaging literature on word production (82 experiments). In addition to the spatial overlap of activated regions, we also analyzed the available data on the time course of activations. The analysis specified regions and time windows of activation for the core processes of word production: lexical selection, phonological code retrieval, syllabification, and phonetic/articulatory preparation. A comparison of the word production results with studies on auditory word/non-word perception and reading showed that the time course of activations in word production is, on the whole, compatible with the temporal constraints that perception processes impose on the production processes they affect in picture/word interference paradigms. q 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
The functional organization of word production
Producing spoken words, whether in isolation or in the context of a larger utterance, involves an extensive neural network. In a recent meta-analysis of 58 neuroimaging studies of word production, Indefrey and Levelt (2000) found that the main components of this network, defined as cerebral regions showing statistically distinguishable activation in word production tasks, are largely left-lateralized. In addition, different regions of activation appeared to be involved with different functional components of the word production process. For instance, the conceptually driven selection of a lexical item, as in picture naming, typically goes with activation in the mid part of the left middle temporal
